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Abstract

Background and Objectives: This paper reports a quantitative analysis of the e�ects of
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image compression of retinal fundus camera im-
ages on automatic vessel segmentation and on morphometric vascular measurements derived
from it, including vessel width, tortuosity and fractal dimension.

Methods: Measurements are computed with Vascular Assessment and Measurement
Platform for Images of the REtina (VAMPIRE), a specialized software application adopted
in many international studies on retinal biomarkers. For reproducibility, we use three
public archives of fundus images (Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction (DRIVE),
Automated Retinal Image Analyzer (ARIA), high-resolution fundus (HRF)). We generate
compressed versions of original images in a range of representative levels.

Results: We compare the resulting vessel segmentations with ground truth maps and
morphological measurements of the vascular network with those obtained from the origi-
nal (uncompressed) images. We assess the segmentation quality with sensitivity, speci�city,
accuracy, area under the curve and Dice coe�cient. We assess the agreement between VAM-
PIRE measurements from compressed and uncompressed images with correlation, intra-class
correlation and Bland-Altman analysis.

Conclusions: Results suggest that VAMPIRE width-related measurements (central reti-
nal artery equivalent (CRAE), central retinal vein equivalent (CRVE), Arteriolar-Venular
width Ratio (AVR)), the fractal dimension and arteriolar tortuosity have excellent agree-
ment with those from the original images, remaining substantially stable even for strong
loss of quality (20% of the original), suggesting the suitability of VAMPIRE in association
studies with compressed images.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

This paper reports a quantitative assessment of the e�ects of Joint Photographic Ex-
perts Group (JPEG) compression on morphometric measurements of the retinal vascula-
ture, commonly used in retinal biomarker studies, computed from fundus camera images
with the VAMPIRE software tool. VAMPIRE is a validated software application used in
many international studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

Our main motivation is the existence of large clinical repositories of retinal scans (tens
or hundreds of thousands) in compressed format, typically JPEG. Such repositories repre-
sent huge sources of potential data for retrospective studies on retinal biomarkers. Large
studies are only possible with automatic or semi-automatic software systems, as manual
measurements are too slow and sometime simply impossible (e.g. fractal dimension). How-
ever compressed images are normally suitable for visual inspection by experts [6, 7, 8], but
not necessarily for automatic software systems. The quantitative e�ects of compression on
the values of vascular measurements (candidate biomarkers) computed automatically remain
unclear. We address this quanti�cation in this paper and discuss its consequences.

In VAMPIRE and similar systems [9, 2], morphometric measurements of the retinal vas-
culature are computed from vessel maps obtained by automatic segmentation. We consider
therefore the e�ect of compression on vessel segmentation. VAMPIRE (version 3.2) uses
a dense block U-net for segmenting blood vessels. In this study we train the U-net with
ground-truth vessel maps traced on retinal images both uncompressed and compressed at
various levels. We quantify compression with the perceptual quality (PQ), a score between
0 to 100, where 0 compression corresponds to PQ = 100. We then use VAMPIRE to com-
pute 151 measurements from a pre-de�ned dictionary described elsewhere [10] and sketched
in Section 4.4. For each perceptual quality (PQ) level, we record the variations of vessel
maps and VAMPIRE measurements. A block diagram of the computation chain is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Methodology block diagram.

We assess the segmentation quality with sensitivity, speci�city, accuracy, area under
the curve and the Dice coe�cient. We assess the agreement between VAMPIRE measure-
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ments from compressed and uncompressed images with correlation, intra-class correlation
and Bland-Altman analysis.

This paper brings two contributions. First, a quantitative analysis of the e�ects of com-
pressing fundus camera images on the value of measurements (candidate biomarkers) used
commonly in studies on retinal biomarkers for systemic conditions. Second, a segmentation
network o�ering good to excellent stability up to aggressive compression and degradation
levels for retinal vascular measurements commonly used in biomarker studies. Our results
support, for the �rst time to our best knowledge, the use of automatic algorithms like the
Vascular Assessment and Measurement Platform for Images of the REtina (VAMPIRE) with
large collections of compressed images, unlocking the potential of large retrospective clinical
image sets maintained in JPEG compressed format.

2. Related work

2.1. Retinal imaging and biomarkers

The retina allows easy observation of a rich portion of the human microvasculature using
non-invasive and comparatively cheap instruments. Indeed it has been called �a window
on the brain" as it develops as a protrusion from the brain itself [11]. This a�ords the
hypothesis that changes in the retinal microvasculature may signal pathological changes in
the brain, e.g. stroke and vascular dementia. Associations have also been reported with
systemic conditions like cardiovascular disease (CVD), hypertension, dementia and diabetes
[12, 9, 13, 14]. The images used in most of the reported biomarker studies are acquired
with fundus cameras and OCT scanners, arguably the main imaging modalities in current
clinical practice [9, 15, 13] and now o�ered by optometrist chains, see e.g. [16] for the UK.
Other modalities for observing the retina include ultra-wide �eld of view scanning laser
ophthalmoscopy (UWFV SLO) [3], OCT angiography (OCT-A) [17], �uorescein angiogra-
phy [1, 10, 15] and hyperspectral imaging [18]. For a recent comprehensive overview of
imaging in the retina see [19].

2.2. Computing retinal measurements

Algorithms computing features in retinal fundus images can be grouped in two di�erent
approaches [20], namely dictionary-based and deep learning.

Dictionary-based approaches aim at quantifying morphological features in a pre-de�ned
dictionary, e.g. vessel width, tortuosity, fractal dimension. This is the approach adopted
in VAMPIRE and related systems like SIVA, QUARTZ and IVAN among others [9, 1, 2].
The resulting values are fed to a statistical analysis to evaluate their association with target
variables, typically clinical outcomes like major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) or
dementia [9, 21, 22]. Deep learning approaches, more recent and increasingly popular, use
directly retinal images in deep networks to stratify patient samples according to a target
variable (e.g. MACE / no MACE) . No feature extraction is needed. An increasing number
of papers address the identi�cation of the image regions most important for the strati�cation
achieved [23, 24].
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The two approaches have di�erent characteristics and purposes. Dictionary-based ap-
proaches rely on anatomical features immediately understandable to (and indeed suggested
by) clinicians, who can relate them to pathophysiological processes. Features not suggested
by clinicians (e.g. textural properties) have also been included in these approaches [22].
Hence a pre-de�ned dictionary con�nes biomarker discovery to its contents but o�ers accu-
rate measurements of clearly de�ned properties. This framework is well suited for statistical
studies on the associations between speci�c measurements and outcomes of interest. Exam-
ples of dictionary-based computational systems include VAMPIRE [25, 26, 27], used here,
SIVA [28], IVAN [21], ARIA [29] and QUARTZ [30]. Most systems are interactive (semi-
automatic), i.e. allow an operator to check intermediate results and correct wrong automatic
decisions [2]. The vast majority of studies reported use morphological measurements of the
blood vessels network, i.e. width (central retinal artery equivalent (CRAE), central retinal
vein equivalent (CRVE) and Arteriolar-Venular width Ratio (AVR)), tortuosity, bifurcation
angles and fractal dimension.

Deep learning approaches process retinal images as their only input, typically tens or
hundreds of thousands [31, 32, 33, 34]. They do not require a pre-de�ned dictionary but the
image features computed by a deep network are, in general, di�cult to interpret clinically
and hence to link with meaningful clinical pathways [20]. This is the focus of research
of explainable AI [35], a rapidly growing area of research arguably destined to play an
increasingly crucial role in AI for healthcare.

We refer the reader to [36] for a comprehensive introduction to recent research in com-
putational retinal image analysis, including clinical motivations and perspectives, AI tech-
niques, and data-related issues.

2.3. Compression and retinal measurements

The accuracy of morphometric retinal measurements is in�uenced by several factors
introducing uncertainty [37]. Such factors include variations of image focus, refractive er-
ror [38], image centering [39, 38, 40, 10], image resolution, image compression, acquisition
protocols, patient cooperation, racial variations, algorithms and their parameter settings.
Understanding the quantitative e�ects of this uncertainty is clearly very complex but seems
crucial to assess the reliability of results of statistical association studies. For instance, the
FD [41] has been associated with various clinical outcomes [42], but various authors have
reported considerable �uctuations of FD estimates in the presence of varying image noise,
changes in vessel segmentation, images resolution and other factors [43, 44, 45].

In this work we use JPEG compression, o�ered on commercial fundus cameras by the
main manufacturers (Zeiss, Topcon, Canon, Nidek). We refer the reader to the website
jpeg.org for an overview of JPEG. Compression introduces three primary artefacts: smooth-
ing (blur), ringing around sharp edges, and block e�ects [46] (Figure 2). The consequences
of these artefacts are di�erent for visual inspection and automatic image processing. Several
studies have showed that the degradation caused by moderate compression does not make
the images unusable for screening and diagnosis when performed by experts, for instance
diabetic retinopathy (DR) grading [7, 8]. Baker et al. [8] found no signi�cant e�ects on the
accuracy and reproducibility of DR grading [8] for teleophthalmology even with very strong
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JPEG compression (113:1 ratio). Conrath et al. [47] investigated the e�ect of compression on
DR grading by experts with 45 low-resolution TIFF images (800 × 600). Images were com-
pressed with Photoshop using JPEG and JPEG2000 to di�erent image sizes (118KB, 58KB,
41KB and 27KB). They found that image degradation became important only with the
highest compression (27KB) and that detection of intraretinal miscrovascular abnormalities
(IRMA) and hemorragies and microaneurysms (HMA) was the most degraded.

Modelling the quantitative e�ects of compression on the accuracy of automatic image
processing is still ongoing research. For instance, Lee et al. [48] proposed a semi-automated
method for drusen detection and area estimation using JPEG-compressed images. Results
showed no signi�cant di�erence in drusen area measurements between original images and
images compressed at 30:1 ratio. The authors did not include comparisons for 80:1 com-
pression, which made quality degradation visible [46]. Akshay [49] studied the e�ect of �ve
module compression method for retinal vessel segmentation, a format not used by fundus
camera, to our best knowledge. They used 160 retinal images and the F-measure for vessel
segmentation was lowered 3% from uncompressed to compressed images.

For interest, we mention some reports addressing compression e�ects in other types of
medical images. Daugman et al. [50] studied the accuracy of automatic iris recognition.
Their results suggest that only 2% to 3% of the bits in the encoding of retinas (IrisCode)
changed even with severe images compression (PQ = 20). López et al. [51] studied variations
in morphometric parameters of immunohistological stained cell nuclei with di�erent levels of
JPEG compression. Among six morphological parameters, only one (roundness score) was
signi�cantly a�ected by compression. Ozdemir et al. [52] compared di�erent segmentation
algorithms applied to JPEG-compressed brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans.
Results comparable with those with uncompressed images were obtained with moderate
compression (PQ = 80).

In summary, the image degradation introduced by lossy JPEG compression does not
seem to compromise substantially diagnosis and screening performed by clinicians or image
readers. However, its quantitative e�ects on the accuracy of measurements computed au-
tomatically and commonly used as candidate retinal biomarkers remains an open question,
that we address in this paper.

3. Materials

3.1. Datasets

We use three publicly available datasets, namely Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Ex-
traction (DRIVE), Automated Retinal Image Analyzer (ARIA), and high-resolution fun-
dus (HRF), in the interest of reproducibility.

DRIVE [53] consists of 400 color fundus images from a DR screening program in the
Netherlands, acquired with a Canon CR5 non-mydriatic 3-CCD camera with 45◦ �eld of
view (FOV) with a resolution of 565×584 pixels from diabetic subjects between 25 and
90 years of age. Ground-truth labels from one annotator and additional annotations are
provided. We selected 40 images randomly, of which 33 do not show any sign of DR and 7
show early signs of DR.
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ARIA [54] was created by St. Paul's Eye Unit in Liverpool, UK. Images were acquired
with a Zeiss Meditec fundus camera with 50◦ FOV and a resolution of 768×576 pixels. ARIA
contains 143 color fundus images organized into three classes, namely healthy(n=61), age-
related macular degeneration (AMD) (n=23), and diabetic (n=59). Ground truth labels
from two experts are provided.

HRF [55] was created by a German-Czech consortium. This dataset consists of 45 colour
fundus images acquired with a Canon CR-1 fundus camera with 45◦ FOV and a resolution
of 3504×2336 pixels. The images are organized into three classes, namely healthy(n=14),
DR (n=15), and glaucoma (n=15). The ground truth was provided by a single expert.

4. Methods

4.1. JPEG compression

We used the MATLAB JPEG lossy compression software, allowing control of perceptual
quality via an integer parameter PQ with values between 0 and 100, where 0 corresponds to
the worst image quality (highest compression) and 100 to the highest quality (no compres-
sion). A ground-truth vessel map traced manually on the uncompressed, full-quality image
is available for all images.

We ran experiments with two protocols: �rst, training the deep networks with images
compressed at di�erent levels (separate compression (SC)), and second, with all images (all
levels) together (combined compression (CC)). For the SC protocol, images were compressed
at PQ = 10, 20, 35, 55, 80, and 100; for CC, at PQ = 10, 30, 50, 70, and 100.

This resulted in 240 compressed images for DRIVE, 858 for ARIA, and 270 for HRF for
the SC protocol, and 200 compressed images for DRIVE, 715 for ARIA, and 225 for HRF for
the CC protocol. 100 images were randomly selected for each dataset for CC experiments.

Table 1 relates the PQ levels with the commonly used peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
for all the data sets. Our range spans the compression levels used in many clinical archives.
To put these �gures in a wider context, typical PSNR values in lossy image and video
compression are between 30 and 50dB for 8-bit images (covering our range, see Table 1),
and between 60 and 80dB for 16-bit images (not our case).

Table 1: Compression evaluation results of SC and CC for DRIVE, ARIA, and HRF datasets

Dataset
PSNR (dB)

PQ10 PQ20 PQ30 PQ35 PQ50 PQ55 PQ70 PQ80

DRIVE 32.04 34.96 35.35 36.47 36.58 38.24 37.75 40.43
ARIA 32.74 36.12 37.72 38.44 39.67 40.11 41.27 42.66
HRF 33.42 37.46 39.58 40.14 41.51 41.89 43.22 44.22

4.2. Pre-processing and training protocol

The DRIVE, ARIA, and HRF training images were pre-processed to eliminate spurious
variations [56]. The colour images were converted into grayscale and normalized by sub-
tracting the mean image and dividing each pixel by the image standard deviation. Contrast
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Figure 2: Top row: a fundus image from the HRF dataset and its versions at di�erent compression levels
(PQ 10, 20, 35, 55, 80; 100 is uncompressed). Bottom row: enlarged detail (yellow box). Best seen on a
computer screen.

was enhanced by contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization and gamma correction
(Figure 3). Each dataset was split into subsets for training, validation and test (DRIVE:
25 training, 5 validation and 10 test; ARIA: 108, 5 and 30; for HRF, 30, 5 and 10). Due
to the limited data available, the network is trained with randomly cropped patches [57]
(128×128), resulting in 15,000 patches for HRF, 54,000 for ARIA and 12,500 for DRIVE.

Figure 3: Examples of pre-processed image patches (left) and ground truth maps (right) 128×128 training
patches extracted from the HRF dataset.

4.3. Dense U-net for vessel segmentation

We adopted a dense convolutional U-net architecture, the DenseNet model introduced
by Ronnenberger et al. [58]. A dense block U-net consists of a typical U-shaped contracting-
expanding fully convolutional architecture [59]. Desirable properties of this popular model
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were discussed by Huang et al. [60] and include, brie�y, addressing the vanishing-gradient
problem, strengthening feature propagation, encouraging feature re-using, and limiting the
number of parameters. Layers are connected in a feed-forward fashion, with each layer re-
ceiving the feature maps from all preceding layers as inputs and feeding its own maps to
all subsequent layers. Dense blocks learn multiple feature maps. Concatenation connec-
tions are added between the contracting and expanding paths to allow the network to use
�ner resolution features learned earlier for up-sampling. The image undergoes a multi-level
decomposition via convolutions and max-pooling followed by an up-sampling process via
deconvolution, enabling the network to learn local and global image features at multiple
spatial scales [59]. The network computes a vessel probability map subsequently binarized
with Otsu's thresholding. An overview of the network architecture is shown in Table 4.

Figure 4: Dense block U-net architecture. Blue boxes represent 3D tensors.

We used Adam optimization with batch updates (25 batches) and momentum term.
Weight updates proceeded in batches every 20 epochs; batch normalization layers with
momentum term of 0.9 and epsilon of 0.00002 were added in each dense block to standardize
the output of subsequent layer. Cross-entropy was used as loss function. The growth rate
hyper-parameter was set to 2. The training parameters were optimized based on training
performance (training accuracy, training loss, validation accuracy and validation loss). Our
model contains 5 millions trainable weights. The dense U-net was implemented in Python 3
using Keras 2.2.4 and run on an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU computer with an NVIDIA TITAN
Xp GPU. Part of the implementation is based on Retina-VesselNet [61, 57]. For illustration,
training performance with the SC and CC protocols for three quality levels (35%, 55%,
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100%) only for HRF datasets are shown in Figure 5; training performance for DRIVE and
ARIA are provided as supplementary material (performance-measure-plots, Figure.S1 to
Figure.S3). Generalization is good overall (loss curves) and marginally better with the CC
protocol.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Training/validation accuracy and loss for three separate compression levels: (a) PQ35, (b)
PQ55, (c) PQ100, and (d) combined compression levels for HRF dataset.

4.4. VAMPIRE measures and statistical analysis

Measurements of the vascular morphometry were performed with the semi-automated
VAMPIRE 3.2 software. Detailed de�nitions have been reported elsewhere [2]; we include
a summary here. In all, VAMPIRE computes 149 measurements per image including ba-
sic statistics. 39 are width-related: CRAE, CRVE, AVR, basic statistics (mean, median,
standard deviation, max, min), width gradients along vessels, average ratio length-diameter
at branching points, by arteries and veins; 104 are tortuosity measurements, computed by
di�erent algorithms and with the statistics listed above; 6 are fractal dimension coe�cients,
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computed in Zone C. All measurements are computed by vessel type (arteriole or venule),
by region (zone, whole image, quadrant; see supplementary material (VAMPIRE zones and
quadrant, Figure.S4) for de�nitions) and vessel (path, generation). For this study images
were measured by author SH, an experienced VAMPIRE operator (�10,000 images measured).

VAMPIRE operators take a two-stage training module: (1) learn to operate the software
(2-day residential module), (2) measure standard sets with validated results until mistakes
in operator choices (e.g. correcting optic disk (OD) position, deleting vessel segments) be-
come unin�uential on the variables most sensitive to operator choices, i.e. OD and fovea
locations (primary variables), and width-related measures CRAE, CRVE, and AVR. Op-
erator revalidation is then performed at regular intervals, with durations and batch sizes
depending on training progress. Operator alignment is evaluated both qualitatively and
quantitatively, e.g. with the intra-class correlation coe�cient (ICC) [62] (two-way mixed,
consistency agreement, average measure model); batches of 30 images are measured until
the ICC exceeds 0.75 [63] for all the above measures.

We used Pearson's correlation, (r), and ICC evaluate the agreement between VAMPIRE
measures obtained from images compressed at di�erent levels (PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80) and original (PQ100) images. ICCs has been indicated as more appropriate for
assessing agreement than Pearson's correlation r, which quanti�es linear dependency [64, 65].
Perfect linear dependence does not necessarily re�ect good or even moderate agreement, e.g.
r may be high even if strong systematic bias is present.

Pearson's r and ICC results are usually interpreted as 0.00�0.49 = poor, 0.50�0.74 =
moderate, and 0.75�1.00 = excellent [66]. We also used Bland-Altman plots [67, 68] of the
di�erence of paired measurements (e.g., PQ100 vs PQ10) against their mean. The 95% limit
of agreement (LOA) was de�ned as the mean di�erence±1.96×standard deviation (SD).

5. Results

We present experimental results on the e�ects of compression in two sections, vessel
segmentation and VAMPIRE measurements. The former is further divided by data set.

5.1. Vessel segmentation

As stated in Section 4.1, vessel maps were assessed using sensitivity (SE), speci�city (SP),
accuracy (ACC), DICE similarity coe�cient (DSC), and area under the curve (AUC). We
assessed resilience to compression with networks trained with the two protocols in Sec-
tion 4.1. Figure A1, Figure A3, and Figure A5 show examples of segmented DRIVE, ARIA,
and HRF images compressed at di�erent PQ levels. Figure A1 shows results for di�erent
compression (PQ) levels (Figure A1a), ground truth vessel maps (Figure A1b), and dense
U-net segmentation maps (Figure A1c). The �gures show signi�cant degradation (blur
and ringing artefacts) in the retinal vessels (Figure A1a, PQ10: 32.15dB, 7.9KB, PQ20:
34.82dB, 10.2KB, and PQ35: 36.69dB, 13.7KB). A Portion of Figure A1a is enlarged to
show the retinal vessel degradation (Figure A2) for various compression (PQ) levels for the
DRIVE dataset. Similar results are observed for ARIA (Figure A3 and Figure A4) and HRF
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(Figure A5 and Figure A6). These results are inline with those of Conrath et al. [47]. The re-
sults con�rm good segmentation (Figure A1c, Figure A3c, and Figure A5c) up to aggressive
compression levels (PQ10) compared with ground truth images (Figure A1b, Figure A3b,
and Figure A5b).

Figure 6: Average segmentation performance for DRIVE dataset. Top row: training images of di�erent
PQ levels separately. Bottom row: training with all images. Sections: (a) sensitivity, (b) speci�city, (c) ac-
curacy, (d) DICE similarity coe�cient, and (e) AUC, all plotted against increasing PQ levels. Uncertainty
bars indicate plus/minus standard deviation. The vertical ranges are the same in each column to facilitate
comparison of the SC and CC protocols.

Table 2: Decrease of each evaluation criterion as percentage of the range. SC: training with
images at di�erent PQ levels separately. CC: training with all images

Experiment Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE

SC 10-100 -20 -3 -4 -25
CC 10-100 -5 -1 -1 -8
SC 30-100 -32 -0 -2 -21
CC 35-100 -6 -0.1 -0.2 -4

5.1.1. DRIVE

DRIVE provides ground-truth binary maps of comparable quality by multiple annota-
tors; hence we used only the maps provided by the �rst annotator. The experimental values
of the evaluation criteria for DRIVE images are plotted in Figure 6 and the corresponding
numerical values in the Appendix (Tables A2 and A3). The loss of quality as percentage
of the value at PQ=100 (uncompressed image) is tabulated in Table 2. When training at
di�erent levels separately (top row), all criteria increase with increasing quality (decreasing
compression), as expected, apart from a minor decrease at PQ=20 for speci�city and accu-
racy, in both cases within the standard deviation range (uncertainty bars). No considerable
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decrease occurs, neither do ROC curves depart from the one obtained with uncompressed
images, before strong degradation (PQ < 30, corresponding to aggressive compression).

DICE and AUC are practically unchanged when training with images from compression
levels separately and together. Accuracy remains substantially the same but marginally
more stable when training with all images. With this training protocol speci�city is better
and very stable, but sensitivity worsens. This can be explained by the presence of more
false positives at PQ35 and PQ55 then at other levels, see Figure 8(e) and (l). Another,
important, factor a�ecting the segmentation is the low resolution (584×565); this is discussed
in Section 6.

5.1.2. ARIA

Segmentation results for ARIA images are summarized in Figure 7 (please note the di�er-
ent ranges on the vertical axes). Numerical values are reported in the Appendix (Tables A4
and A5). In general, results con�rm those obtained with DRIVE images. Percentage de-
crease values are not included as entirely comparable with those from DRIVE (Table 2).
Similarly, the plots follow the same trends, con�rming overall good stability in the same
range of low to medium compression rates (PQ > 30). Image resolution in ARIA, like
in DRIVE, is low (768×576; see discussion). The same observations made for individual
coe�cients apply as well, as do those for the comparison of results from the two training
protocols.

Figure 7: Average segmentation performance for ARIA dataset. Figure organization as per DRIVE �gure
above.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 8: (a) Fundus image at PQ10 (steongest compression). (b) Ground truth vessel map. (c) Vessel
map from our Dense U-net. (d) True positive pixels. (e) False positive pixels. (f) False negative pixels.
(g) True negative pixels (white). (h) Fundus image with PQ35. (i) Ground truth vessel maps. (j) Vessel
map from our Dense U-net on (h). (k) True positive pixels. (l) False positives. (m) False negative pixels.
(n) True negative pixels (white).
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5.1.3. HRF

Figure 9: Average segmentation performance for image from the HRF dataset. Figure organization as per
DRIVE �gure above.

Segmentation results for HRF images are summarized in Figure 9 (please note the di�er-
ent ranges on the vertical axes). Numerical values are reported in the Appendix (Tables A6
and A7).

The resolution of HRF images is much higher (3504×2336) than in ARIA and DRIVE and
comparable to the resolution of state-of-the-art fundus cameras. This arguably contributes
to overall more regular trends in the graphs of individual criteria, especially noticeable for
speci�city and accuracy. Results con�rm very good stability of segmentation results up to
aggressive compression levels. Most peak-to-peak ranges are smaller than for DRIVE and
ARIA, with less dramatic decreases for the lowest PQ values (maximum degradation).

5.2. VAMPIRE measurements

The stability of vessel maps against compression is important as vessel maps are the
basis for computing morphological vascular measurements. However, from the point of view
of biomarker studies, the ultimate question is the stability of retinal measurements against
compression. This question is addressed in this section.

As the fundus camera used in recent (and no doubt future) studies yield high-resolution
images (above 3000×2000 pixels), we use only the high-resolution HRF images. Given
the better results on segmentation of the CC training protocol (Figure 9), we analyzed
the stability of VAMPIRE measurements from 6 di�erent versions of the HRF image set,
each one compressed at a di�erent level. We consider the twenty VAMPIRE measurements
selected by McGrory et al. [14] from the 151 available in VAMPIRE and introduced in Sec-
tion 4.4. Following the same authors, we log-transform tortuosity measurements to promote
gaussianity.
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The descriptive statistics of the selected measurements for PQ10 to PQ100 are shown
in Table 3. Tables reporting results in full and a description of all retinal parameters are
provided in the supplementary material (vampire-retinal-parameters).

Features
PQ10 PQ20 PQ35 PQ55 PQ80 PQ100

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

crae 30.83 2.90 30.74 2.23 29.75 1.97 29.93 2.09 29.62 1.80 30.17 1.97
crve 40.76 2.83 40.79 2.35 40.28 2.69 40.41 2.10 39.28 2.25 40.04 2.72
avr 0.76 0.06 0.75 0.06 0.74 0.05 0.74 0.05 0.76 0.06 0.76 0.06
bstda 1.88 0.60 1.77 0.83 1.62 0.59 1.71 0.83 1.82 0.75 1.61 0.60
bstdv 4.26 1.23 4.40 1.16 4.49 1.17 4.40 1.18 4.31 1.27 4.13 1.10
ba 2.07 1.21 2.61 0.99 3.18 1.39 3.50 1.14 3.25 1.32 2.54 1.23
bv 1.93 0.72 2.39 0.99 2.68 1.09 3.00 1.15 2.39 1.07 1.89 0.96
bca 2.01 0.46 2.07 0.34 2.12 0.31 2.08 0.29 2.12 0.30 1.54 0.45
bcv 1.86 0.19 2.00 0.30 2.09 0.42 2.13 0.35 2.13 0.57 1.29 0.23
afa 0.90 0.08 0.90 0.10 0.92 0.04 0.88 0.10 0.91 0.05 0.71 0.15
afv 0.88 0.07 0.90 0.06 0.90 0.06 0.90 0.05 0.90 0.08 0.69 0.13
ldra 17.43 6.89 16.53 5.12 17.25 5.53 16.57 4.55 18.54 4.16 18.39 9.63
ldrv 17.17 7.33 16.76 6.02 16.24 5.77 17.94 6.43 16.47 6.99 12.31 6.51
doa 1.27 0.12 1.30 0.12 1.32 0.12 1.32 0.13 1.31 0.14 1.32 0.11
d1a 1.26 0.12 1.29 0.12 1.31 0.12 1.31 0.13 1.30 0.14 1.30 0.11
d2a 1.25 0.12 1.28 0.12 1.30 0.12 1.30 0.13 1.29 0.14 1.30 0.11
dov 1.28 0.11 1.30 0.12 1.31 0.10 1.31 0.10 1.31 0.11 1.30 0.11
d1v 1.26 0.11 1.29 0.12 1.30 0.10 1.30 0.10 1.30 0.11 1.29 0.11
d2v 1.26 0.11 1.28 0.12 1.29 0.10 1.29 0.10 1.29 0.11 1.28 0.11
torta -9.51 0.70 -9.72 0.76 -9.85 0.93 -9.90 0.82 -9.81 0.80 -9.79 0.94
tortv -10.10 0.41 -10.11 0.61 -10.10 0.48 -10.18 0.56 -10.07 0.49 -9.69 0.58

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for VAMPIRE measurements. crae = central retinal arteriolar equivalent; crve
= central retinal vein equivalent; avr = arteriole-to-venule ratio; bstda = standard deviation of arteriolar
widths in Zone B; bstdv = standard deviation of venular widths in Zone B; ba = number of �rst branching
points in arterial vessel in Zone C; bv = number of �rst branching points in venular vessel in Zone C; bca
= Average values of branching coe�cient for arterial branching points identi�ed in Zone C; bcv = Average
values of branching coe�cient for venular branching points identi�ed in Zone C; afa = Average values of
asymmetry factor for arterial branching points identi�ed in Zone C; afv = Average values of asymmetry
factor for venular branching points identi�ed in Zone C; ldra = arteriolar length diameter ratio; ldrv =
venular length diameter ratio; d0a�d2a = Fractal dimensions of the arterial vasculature; d0v�d2v = Fractal
dimensions of the venular vasculature; torta = arteriolar tortuosity (log transformed); tortv = venular
tortuosity (log transformed).

5.2.1. Intra-class correlation analysis

ICC values are shown in Table 4. Width-related measurements (CRAE, CRVE, AVR)
and their standard deviations of width estimates showed excellent and signi�cant agreement
throughout compression levels (0.70-0.92), with the exception of AVR at the strongest com-
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pression (0.59, p = 0.01) and the standard deviation for arteries at the highest compression
levels (PQ = 10 and 20). The number of branching points detected were good to high for the
�rst two compression levels (PQ 80 and 55), but mostly low and not signi�cant for stronger
compression. ICC values for other branching-related measurements (average branching co-
e�cient, symmetry factor) were generally poor and only occasionally moderate throughout
the levels, but none was signi�cant (p > 0.1 for all but two cases). Values of the venular
length diameter ratio showed poor to moderate correlation, with only one value signi�cant
(p < 0.001). FD values for both arteries and veins indicated excellent agreement at all levels,
indeed the best in the table, suggesting that FD estimates of the network complexity are
not a�ected by compression. Arteriolar tortuosity showed moderate to excellent agreement,
signi�cant throughout; agreement for venular tortuosity was however lower and signi�cant
(p < 0.001) only at the mildest compression level (PQ = 80).

We conclude that, within the boundaries of our data set and protocols, FD measurements
are the most reliable with compressed images, followed by width-related measurements.
Measurement related to branching and junctions, as well as tortuosity, do not appear to
remain su�ciently stable once images are compressed.

Table 4: ICC analysis of VAMPIRE measures for HRF dataset. Note: crae = central retinal
arteriolar equivalent; crve = central retinal vein equivalent; avr = arteriole-to-venule ratio; bstda = standard
deviation of arteriolar widths in Zone B; bstdv = standard deviation of venular widths in Zone B; ba =
number of �rst branching points in arterial vessel in Zone C; bv = number of �rst branching points in venular
vessel in Zone C; bca = Average values of branching coe�cient for arterial branching points identi�ed in
Zone C; bcv = Average values of branching coe�cient for venular branching points identi�ed in Zone C; afa
= Average values of asymmetry factor for arterial branching points identi�ed in Zone C; afv = Average values
of asymmetry factor for venular branching points identi�ed in Zone C; ldra = arteriolar length diameter
ratio; ldrv = venular length diameter ratio; d0a�d2a = Fractal dimensions of the arterial vasculature; d0v�
d2v = Fractal dimensions of the venular vasculature; torta = arteriolar tortuosity (log transformed); tortv
= venular tortuosity (log transformed).

Features
PQ100vsPQ10 PQ100vsPQ20 PQ100vsPQ35 PQ100vsPQ55 PQ100vsPQ80
ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

crae 0.70 <0.001 0.77 <0.001 0.90 <0.001 0.90 <0.001 0.92 <0.001
crve 0.70 <0.001 0.82 <0.001 0.76 <0.001 0.90 <0.001 0.86 <0.001
avr 0.59 0.01 0.74 <0.001 0.72 <0.001 0.83 <0.001 0.81 <0.001
bstda 0.33 0.15 0.58 0.01 0.81 <0.001 0.85 <0.001 0.74 <0.001
bstdv 0.82 <0.001 0.85 <0.001 0.82 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 0.87 <0.001
ba 0.22 0.26 0.45 0.06 0.69 <0.001 0.70 <0.001 0.76 <0.001
bv 0.40 0.10 0.77 <0.001 0.35 0.13 0.66 <0.001 0.68 <0.001
bca -0.33 0.77 -0.04 0.54 -0.14 0.63 0.18 0.31 -0.68 0.91
bcv -0.04 0.54 -0.62 0.89 0.07 0.43 0.55 0.02 0.38 0.11
afa 0.34 0.15 0.25 0.22 -0.02 0.52 0.48 0.05 -0.45 0.83
afv 0.40 0.09 -0.13 0.62 -0.08 0.58 0.07 0.43 0.30 0.18
ldra 0.09 0.41 0.34 0.14 0.12 0.37 0.43 0.07 -0.24 0.71

Continued on next page
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Table 4 � Continued from previous page

Features
PQ100vsPQ10 PQ100vsPQ20 PQ100vsPQ35 PQ100vsPQ55 PQ100vsPQ80
ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ICC p-

value

ldrv 0.45 0.06 -0.16 0.65 0.74 <0.001 0.58 0.01 0.56 0.02
doa 0.94 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.98 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.93 <0.001
d1a 0.94 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.98 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.93 <0.001
d2a 0.94 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.98 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.93 <0.001
dov 0.97 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.97 <0.001
d1v 0.97 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.97 <0.001 0.97 <0.001
d2v 0.97 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.97 <0.001
torta 0.70 <0.001 0.83 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 0.91 <0.001 0.86 <0.001
tortv 0.54 0.03 0.38 0.11 0.14 0.34 0.63 0.01 0.80 <0.001

5.2.2. Correlation Analysis

Values between PQ levels and the reference one (PQ=100, no compression) are shown
in Table 5. As with ICC results, width-related values, including the standard deviations
of width measurements, showed moderate to high correlation, signi�cant throughout, with
the exception of avr and bstda at strong compression levels (low correlation and/or not
signi�cant). The number of branching points ba showed low to moderate correlation, mostly
not signi�cant. Correlation for other branching-related measurements was poor to mod-
erate, and never signi�cant. Length diameter ratios led to poor correlation values (not
signi�cant), with occasional good values but not signi�cant. FD measures showed excellent
and signi�cant correlation (r≥0.89, p<0.001) throughout the compression levels, con�rming
ICC results. Finally, values for arteriolar tortuosity were good to very good and signi�cant;
for venular tortuosity, a good and signi�cant correlation was achieved only for the mildest
compression (PQ=80).

Table 5: Correlation analysis of VAMPIRE measures for HRF dataset. Variable names as per Table 4.

Features
PQ100vsPQ10 PQ100vsPQ20 PQ100vsPQ35 PQ100vsPQ55 PQ100vsPQ80
r p-

value

r p-

value

r p-

value

r p-

value

r p-

value

crae 0.58 <0.001 0.64 <0.001 0.81 <0.001 0.82 <0.001 0.85 <0.001
crve 0.54 <0.001 0.71 <0.001 0.61 <0.001 0.84 <0.001 0.77 <0.001
avr 0.42 0.03 0.59 <0.001 0.58 <0.001 0.72 <0.001 0.68 <0.001
bstda 0.20 0.32 0.43 0.02 0.67 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 0.60 <0.001
bstdv 0.70 <0.001 0.74 <0.001 0.69 <0.001 0.81 <0.001 0.77 <0.001
ba 0.12 0.54 0.30 0.12 0.53 <0.001 0.54 <0.001 0.62 <0.001
bv 0.26 0.18 0.63 <0.001 0.21 0.27 0.50 0.01 0.52 0.01
bca -0.14 0.47 -0.02 0.91 -0.07 0.73 0.11 0.59 -0.27 0.16
bcv -0.02 0.93 -0.24 0.22 0.04 0.85 0.38 0.04 0.25 0.19

Continued on next page
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Table 5 � Continued from previous page

Features
PQ100vsPQ10 PQ100vsPQ20 PQ100vsPQ35 PQ100vsPQ55 PQ100vsPQ80
r p-

value

r p-

value

r p-

value

r p-

value

r p-

value

afa 0.25 0.20 0.16 0.42 -0.02 0.92 0.35 0.06 -0.33 0.09
afv 0.32 0.10 -0.08 0.69 -0.05 0.80 0.05 0.79 0.20 0.30
ldra 0.05 0.81 0.25 0.21 0.08 0.70 0.36 0.06 -0.14 0.46
ldrv 0.30 0.13 -0.07 0.71 0.61 <0.001 0.42 0.03 0.39 0.04
doa 0.89 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.95 <0.001 0.89 <0.001
d1a 0.90 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.95 <0.001 0.89 <0.001
d2a 0.89 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.96 <0.001 0.95 <0.001 0.89 <0.001
dov 0.94 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.94 <0.001
d1v 0.94 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.94 <0.001
d2v 0.94 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.94 <0.001
torta 0.56 <0.001 0.73 <0.001 0.64 <0.001 0.85 <0.001 0.76 <0.001
tortv 0.39 0.04 0.23 0.23 0.08 0.69 0.46 0.01 0.67 <0.001

5.2.3. Bland-Altman analysis

For conciseness we include only a selection of Bland�Altman plots, namely for CRAE,
CRVE, AVR, FD (doa, dov) and tortuosity. Figure 10 shows the plots for CRAE, CRVE and
AVR. Di�erence means for CRAE and CRVE are comparable to or smaller than the sub-
pixel accuracy achievable with automatic systems estimating vessel width [69] throughout
the compression levels. For CRVE, lower compression levels lead apparently to lower mean
di�erences, but these are well within the uncertainty of the width estimation algorithm. In
general, the plots con�rm good stability for these width-related measurements.
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Figure 10: Bland�Altman plots for width-related measurements. Rows are measurements (CRAE, CRVE,
AVR), columns pairs of compression levels (PQ100 vs. PQ35, PQ100 vs. PQ55, PQ100 vs. PQ80). The
horizontal solid line is the mean value; dotted lines are the limits of the 95% con�dence intervals at ± 1.96
SD. CRAE, CRVE are in pixels; AVR is dimensionless.

FD (doa, dov) plots (Figure 11) con�rm the excellent stability of the FD across com-
pression levels suggested by ICC and correlation values, with mean di�erences either zero or
within 0.07 (i.e. at most 16% of the range of the means). This is arguably due to the fact
that the FD is a measure of the overall complexity of a structure, hence likely to su�er less
from small changes of local properties like vessel width or junction connectivity, that might
instead have signi�cant e�ects on speci�c measures like CRVE, CRAE, AVR or the count
of junctions.
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Figure 11: Bland-Altman plots for fractal dimension measurements. Rows are measurements (doa, dov),
columns pairs of compression levels (PQ100 vs. PQ35, PQ100 vs. PQ55, PQ100 vs. PQ80). The horizon-
tal solid line is the mean value; dotted lines are the limits of the 95% con�dence intervals at ± 1.96 SD.
FD measurements are dimensionless.

The plots for tortuosity measurements (log(torta), log(tortv) are shown in Figure 12.
The con�dence interval range, expressed as percentage of the range of the average mean
between paired measurements, is between 24% (mildest compression) and 32% (strongest
compression) for arteries and between 18% and 28% (strongest compression) for veins.
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Figure 12: Bland-Altman plots for tortuosity measurements. Rows are measurements (logtorta, logtortv),
columns pairs of compression levels (PQ100 vs. PQ35, PQ100 vs. PQ55, PQ100 vs. PQ80). The horizon-
tal solid line represents mean value and dotted lines the limits of the 95% con�dence intervals at ± 1.96
SD. Tortuosity measurements are dimensionless.

6. Discussion

Our results show good to excellent stability of several VAMPIRE measurements against
compression up to PQ 30-35 (PSNR ∼40db). This suggests the suitability of VAMPIRE
for biomarkers studies with compressed image sets, given the compression levels normally
applied to retinal images.

Figure 5 shows that the segmentation network performs better when trained using all
compression levels together (CC protocol) than when trained with separate levels (SC pro-
tocol). This was consistent across the three datasets (Figure 6, 7 and 9).

With the SC protocol, the expected increase in false positive pixels for decreasing PQ
(increasing compression) is not monotonic with the DRIVE and ARIA datasets. This is
most likely caused by the low resolution of these images, amplifying the consequences of
ringing artefacts [70] (Figure 8(a) and (h)). Similar observations were reported by Pauli et
al. [70], who observed that increased compression ratios led to thicker vessels detected. DSC
and AUC results are consistently monotonic from PQ10 to PQ100. Results are very good
with HRF images, the resolution of which is comparable to that of contemporary fundus
cameras and therefore relevant for applications. DSC and AUC remain high (0.81 and 0.97
respectively) even for strongly compressed images at PQ20 (Table A6). The lowest DSC
(0.67) and AUC (0.937) for ARIA dataset (Table A4).
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The average performance measures of Dense U-net segmentation is compared with state-
of-the-art methods are listed on Table. 6 for DRIVE, ARIA, and HRF. Results shows that
Dense U-net performance is comparable with all other published methods. For the DRIVE
dataset, sensitivity is higher (84.53%) for PQ level 100 than those of published algorithms
and with signi�cant compression (PQ35) the sensitivity is 81.41%. Speci�city and accuracy
(98.12% and 96.99%) are slightly lower than Park's (98.35% and 97.06%) [71]. For the ARIA
dataset, sensitivity, speci�city, and accuracy are 81.39%, 97.5%3, and 95.60%, higher than
published method [72]. For the HRF dataset, speci�city is 99.24%, higher than Zhoa's [73]
and accuracy is 97.24%, comparable with Park's (97.61%) [71].

Table 6: Performance comparison of Dense U-net segmentation with state-of-the-art methods
for the DRIVE, ARIA, and HRF dataset.

Methods Sensitivity (%) Speci�city (%) Accuracy (%)
DRIVE

Azzopardi et al. (2015) [74] 76.55 97.04 94.42
Imani et al. (2015) [75] 75.24 97.25 95.73
Li et al. (2015) [76] 75.69 98.16 95.27
Vega et al. (2015) [77] 74.44 96 94.12
Zhao et al. (2015) [78] 74.20 98.20 95.40
Orlando et al. (2016) [79] 78.97 96.84 �
Liskowski et al. (2016) [80] 74.17 98.04 94.73
Zhou et al. (2017) [81] 80.78 96.74 94.69
Zhao et al. (2018) [73] 80.38 98.15 �
Park et al. (2020) [71] 83.46 98.36 97.06
Dense U-net (SC-PQ35) 81.41 97.04 95.74
Dense U-net (SC-PQ100) 84.53 98.12 96.99

ARIA
Zhao et al. (2015) [72] 75.10 93 94
Dense U-net (SC-PQ35) 81.39 95.05 93.98
Dense U-net (SC-PQ100) 73.09 97.53 95.60

HRF
Orlando et al. (2016) [79] 78.74 95.84 �
Zhou et al. (2017) [81] 80.15 96.99 95.44
Jiang et al. (2018) [82] 80.10 80.10 96.50
Yan et al. (2018) [83] 78.81 95.92 94.37
Zhao et al. (2018) [73] 80.01 98.23 �
Park et al. (2020) [71] � � 97.61
Dense U-net (SC-PQ35) 78.38 99.01 96.99
Dense U-net (SC-PQ100) 78.81 99.24 97.24

Although not investigated systematically, the VAMPIRE Dense U-net has achieved good
results also in the presence of lesions. Figure 13 shows magni�ed image details with haem-
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orrhages, hard exudates, and strong central re�exes. The network is able to classify most
vessel pixels correctly even with signi�cant compression, PQ level 35 (Figure 13(g), (h),
and (i)). Previous studies have concentrated on the e�ect of JPEG compression on DR
grading [7, 8, 84, 85] and drusen detection [48], with very few considering automated mi-
croaneurysm detection [86, 87].

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 13: Segmentation details in the presence of lesions. (a) Haemorrhages (DRIVE); (b) hard exudates
(ARIA); (c) strong central re�ex (HRF); (d), (e), (f) corresponding ground truth; (g), (h), (i) results
obtained using Dense U-net with PQ35.

The correlation analysis indicates that several VAMPIRE measurements remain consid-
erably stable against compression. CRAE, CRVE, and AVR showed moderate to excellent
ICC agreement with those achieved with uncompressed images (Table 4). Pearson correla-
tion is lower than ICC, which suggests good agreement but not linear dependence.

Arteriolar and venular branching in Zone C had good to moderate agreement with uncom-
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pressed images down to PQ35, suggesting that compression upsets the detection of branching
points. ICC analysis and Bland-Altman plots showed that fractal dimension (FD) measures
had excellent agreement for all compression levels compared with PQ100, highlighting this
measure as a prime candidate for association studies with compressed data sets. Arteriolar
tortuosity showed better agreement than venular tortuosity in general.

This study has several limitations, that we list in no speci�c order. First, the need
for manually traced vessel maps limited the amount of images usable and was the reason
for using low-resolution image sets. The usefulness of results from such images may be
considered limited, but becomes signi�cant when considering historical image sets collected
when fundus cameras only o�ered low resolution. Second, we compressed images with the
MATLAB JPEG compression function; we did not explore the many parameters of the JPEG
algorithm. The conclusions obtained from a systematic analysis of di�erent compression
levels seem su�ciently informative for practical use. Third, the range of compression levels
covered in our study is representative, to our best knowledge, of those used to store retinal
images in clinical centres. Before applying our conclusions to compressed clinical images,
one should check that their compression level agrees with our range, e.g. from information
included in the image header. Finally, reference VAMPIRE measurements were taken by
a single, highly experienced VAMPIRE instructor (more than 10,000 images processed).
In our work, operator training has repeatedly shown that the inter-operator variability of
certi�ed VAMPIRE operators is modest (ICC > 0.85 approximately).

7. Conclusions

We have studied the variations induced by JPEG compression on vessel segmentation
maps and morphometric measurements of the retinal vasculature obtained with the VAM-
PIRE software tool and three public data sets of fundus retinal images.

To our best knowledge, a detailed analysis of the e�ects of compression on vessel segmen-
tation and morphometric vascular measures at progressive levels had not yet been reported.
A quantitative assessment of such variations provides a statistical estimate of the uncer-
tainty on measurements. This seems important when measurements are used as candidate
biomarkers in statistical studies and only compressed images are available, as in the case of
some retrospective archives of clinical images, a potentially large source of image data. We
have identi�ed VAMPIRE measurements o�ering good to excellent stability under compres-
sion at levels used for retinal fundus camera images.

Looking at the future, a full characterization of uncertainty in retinal measurements
would enable us to understand the smallest measurement values needed to detect reliably
a given e�ect, identify measurement ranges that can be used reliably in association studies,
and use such ranges in statistical methods taking into account uncertainty in a principled
way.
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Acronyms

AVR Arteriolar-Venular width Ratio

ACC accuracy

ARIA Automated Retinal Image Analyzer

AMD age-related macular degeneration

AUC area under the curve

CRAE central retinal artery equivalent

CRVE central retinal vein equivalent

CC combined compression

DR diabetic retinopathy

DRIVE Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction

FOV �eld of view

FD fractal dimension

HRF high-resolution fundus

ICC intra-class correlation coe�cient

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group

LOA limit of agreement

MRI magnetic resonance imaging

OD optic disk

PQ perceptual quality

PSNR peak signal-to-noise ratio

SD standard deviation
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SE sensitivity

SP speci�city

SC separate compression

DSC DICE similarity coe�cient

UWFV SLO ultra-wide �eld of view scanning laser ophthalmoscopy

VAMPIRE Vascular Assessment and Measurement Platform for Images of the REtina
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Appendices

Figure A1: Segmentation results of DRIVE dataset. (a) Images compressed at PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80,and PQ100 is uncompressed. (b) Ground truth vessel maps. (c) Results of Dense U-net segmenta-
tion. Best seen on a computer screen.
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Figure A2: Segmentation results of DRIVE dataset. (a) Images compressed at PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80,and PQ100 is uncompressed. (b) Ground truth vessel maps. (c) Results of Dense U-net segmenta-
tion. Best seen on a computer screen.

Figure A3: Segmentation results of ARIA dataset. (a) Images compressed at PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80,and PQ100 is uncompressed. (b) Ground truth vessel maps. (c) Results of Dense U-net segmenta-
tion. Best seen on a computer screen.
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Figure A4: Segmentation results of ARIA dataset. (a) Images compressed at PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80,and PQ100 is uncompressed. (b) Ground truth vessel maps. (c) Results of Dense U-net segmenta-
tion. Best seen on a computer screen.

Figure A5: Segmentation results of HRF dataset. (a) Images compressed at PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80,and PQ100 is uncompressed. (b) Ground truth vessel maps. (c) Results of Dense U-net segmenta-
tion. Best seen on a computer screen.
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Figure A6: Segmentation results of HRF dataset. (a) Images compressed at PQ10, PQ20, PQ35, PQ55,
PQ80,and PQ100 is uncompressed. (b) Ground truth vessel maps. (c) Results of Dense U-net segmenta-
tion. Best seen on a computer screen.

Table A1: A 23-layer architecture of FCN (C - Convolutional, BN - Batch Normalization, MP
- Max Pooling, ReLU - Recti�ed Linear Unit, DB - Dense Block, US - Up Sampling, CN -
Concatenate, S - Softmax; * represents the concatenate connection between UP and DB)

Layer Output size Filter size Stride
Input 128×128×1 � �
C 128×128×32 1×1 1
BN 128×128×32 � �
ReLU 128×128×32 � �
DB*** 128×128×32 � �
MB 64×64×32 � �
DB** 64×64×64 � �
MB 32×32×64 � �
DB* 32×32×64 � �
MB 16×16×64 � �
DB 16×16×64 � �
US* 32×32×64 3×3 2
CN* 32×32×128 � �
DB 32×32×64 � �
US** 64×64×64 3×3 2
CN** 64×64×128 � �
DB 64×64×64 � �

Continued on next page
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Table A1 � Continued from previous page

Layer Output size Filter size Stride
US** 128×128×32 3×3 2
CN*** 128×128×64 � �
DB 128×128×32 � �
C 128×128×2 1×1 1
Reshape 16384×2 � �
S 16384×2 � �

Table A2: Segmentation performance measures of DRIVE dataset for separate compression
levels

PQ Levels Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE AUC

PQ10 68.09±4.40 95.20±0.72 92.99±0.35 0.61±0.03 0.902
PQ20 73.30±3.94 97.90±0.35 95.87±0.23 0.74±0.01 0.951
PQ35 81.41±4.75 97.04±0.64 95.74±0.26 0.76±0.02 0.963
PQ55 82.66±3.52 97.33±0.36 96.11±0.24 0.78±0.01 0.972
PQ80 82.02±4.32 98.31±0.27 96.95±0.02 0.82±0.01 0.976
PQ100 84.53±3.61 98.12±0.29 96.99±0.20 0.82±0.02 0.985

Table A3: Segmentation performance measures of DRIVE dataset for combined compression
levels

PQ Levels Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE AUC

PQ10 53.57±6.23 98.85±0.27 95.20±0.40 0.64±0.04 0.891
PQ30 72.66±5.34 98.55±0.35 96.42±0.27 0.77±0.02 0.956
PQ50 75.73±5.12 98.53±0.31 96.64±0.28 0.79±0.02 0.965
PQ70 77.46±5.15 98.52±0.31 96.77±0.27 0.80±0.02 0.970
PQ100 79.70±4.77 98.48±0.30 96.91±0.26 0.81±0.02 0.976

Table A4: Segmentation performance measures of ARIA dataset for separate compression levels

PQ Levels Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE AUC

PQ10 56.30±11.62 97.40±0.96 94.27±0.71 0.59±0.11 0.889
PQ20 64.70±8.77 97.84±0.46 95.29±0.50 0.67±0.08 0.937
PQ35 81.39±5.49 95.05±1.08 93.98±0.91 0.68±0.08 0.956
PQ55 74.52±4.72 97.01±0.62 95.25±0.67 0.71±0.06 0.964
PQ80 72.11±4.53 97.50±0.52 95.50±0.60 0.71±0.05 0.964

Continued on next page
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Table A4 � Continued from previous page

PQ Levels Sensitivity Speci�city Accuracy DICE AUC
PQ100 73.09±4.23 97.53±0.59 95.60±0.60 0.72±0.05 0.969

Table A5: Segmentation performance measures of ARIA dataset for combined compression
levels

PQ Levels Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE AUC

PQ10 52.24±14.97 98.32±0.98 94.85±1.14 0.59±0.16 0.874
PQ30 66.98±12.05 98.05±0.95 95.69±1.31 0.70±0.13 0.94
PQ50 69.37±11.30 98.05±0.91 95.87±1.32 0.71±0.12 0.952
PQ70 70.41±10.83 98.01±0.92 95.91±1.33 0.72±0.12 0.956
PQ100 71.69±10.35 97.94±0.93 95.93±1.32 0.72±0.11 0.959

Table A6: Segmentation performance measures of HRF dataset for separate compression levels

PQ Levels Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE AUC

PQ10 69.89±4.13 98.32±0.54 95.58±0.49 0.75±0.02 0.941
PQ20 76.62±3.91 98.59±0.50 96.45±0.49 0.81±0.02 0.969
PQ35 78.38±4.11 99.01±0.31 96.99±0.45 0.83±0.02 0.981
PQ55 79.32±4.13 99.02±0.29 97.08±0.43 0.84±0.02 0.985
PQ80 76.16±4.37 99.35±0.25 97.08±0.49 0.83±0.02 0.986
PQ100 78.81±4.14 99.24±0.25 97.24±0.45 0.85±0.02 0.988

Table A7: Segmentation performance measures of HRF dataset for combined compression levels

PQ Levels Sensitivity
(%)

Speci�city
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

DICE AUC

PQ10 66.69±4.50 98.18±0.86 95.57±0.61 0.71±0.05 0.928
PQ30 78.90±3.44 98.23±0.86 96.60±0.56 0.79±0.04 0.970
PQ50 79.89±3.65 98.40±0.80 96.84±0.48 0.81±0.04 0.978
PQ70 80.20±3.73 98.48±0.77 96.93±0.44 0.81±0.04 0.981
PQ100 81.57±3.39 98.40±0.78 96.97±0.46 0.82±0.04 0.984
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